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Forensic examiners are often juggling multiple cases at once, with hundreds of prints to analyze, compare, and evaluate. Until now, navigating the ACE-V methodology has been a painstaking process involving many manual steps and time-consuming documentation. With the groundbreaking new ACE-V Manager from Thales, it’s never been easier.

Analysis, Comparison, Evaluation - Verification

Designed by Thales in collaboration with highly experienced practitioners, ACE-V Manager is the only software of its kind to streamline the entire ACE-V methodology from start to finish.

The intuitive, logical system organizes by case and records notes, evidence and annotations. With advanced enhancement capabilities built into the program and the ability to integrate with ABIS systems, ACE-V Manager enables forensic departments to manage cases with consistency and efficiency.

Features

Ease of Use

• Guides user through entire methodology and saves the examiner’s place
• Simplifies management of multiple cases at once

Efficiency

• Centralizes location of images to reduce manual steps
• Auto-populates case information from previous steps
• Coordinates management of cases and users, including verifiers
• Reduces manual steps and paperwork while keeping comprehensive digital log of process

Integration

• Includes built-in annotation, calibration and state-of-the-art enhancement tools
• Functions as stand-alone and integrates with ABIS systems to optimize search process

Consistency

• Standardizes forms and documentation, especially for court exhibits
• Reduction in manual steps minimizes user errors
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